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Distributional Data Analysis (DDA) is a new field of research related to Symbolic
Data Analysis (Bock and Diday, 2000). The statistical units, or objects, are described by
empirical distribution of values observed for numerical variables. In some cases, the
distributions are synthesis or aggregated data, in order to preserve the confidentiality of
the information. Many Official Statistics are in form of “histogram data”, like the “Financial
Characteristics for Housing Units With a Mortgage” data of the ACS American Community
Survey 2015, of the UScensus Bureau. In such a case, an interval on proportions is
furnished as a sort of “confidence interval”.
Starting from previous techniques, proposed for analyzing DDA (e.g., clustering,
principal component analysis), we introduce a further information in the data, given by
the intervals of proportions. That leads to consider that each statistical unit is described
by a set of distributions for each variable, expressed by the convex combination of the
interval values on proportions.
A comparison between objects is then performed using a suitable measure between
distributions: the L2 Wasserstein distance (Rüschendorf, 2001). This metric is
particularly appropriate in DDA, and some of its properties have been demonstrated,
especially, the decomposition of the L2 Wasserstein distance in three components related
to the position, size and shape characteristics of the distributions.
A hierarchical clustering analysis allows to discover classes of objects according to
the characteristics of the distribution of the values, taking also into account their
variability, expressed by a set of distributions, carried out as convex combination of the
bounded distributions.
A new visualization tool of the characteristics of the distributions, in a reduced
subspace, has been furnished by a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) technique for
distributional data (Verde et al., 2016).
An extension of PCA to this kind of Official Statistics allows a visualization of the
variability of the data related to the several components of DDA.
Finally, DDA presents strong potentiality in the analysis of Big Data, and all that
concerns the Volume of values and the Variability.
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